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One wonderful day I came across some strings in an Android app called "Lady Alisha". Found it on Google
play store when I was looking for some unknown app. I open it, and its asking for my personal details. I

decided to give it a try and that's where I got stuck with it. I never installed an app without reading reviews
first. I dont know why I just gave in. to be honest, I'm not that much into freaky stuff and I don't see a reason

to share my personal and private data with a complete stranger. So, when the web page asking for my
personal details pops up, I close it without even reading it thoroughly. Later I open my 'phone and see a

popup asking me if I want to install an app. I gave in to get this thing goin' and started clicking things. One of
these things is the social media section. I told my friends about this thing and they messaged me telling me
they were having this problem too. So, I'm just assuming that if enough people report a problem, Google will
take notice of it. And I wasn't left alone by Google, few hours later, I got a reply from google with an email

containing a website. Sure enough, it seems that google has been aware of this issue and sent it our way. So
here I am, with the website given and asked to send a screenshot of that popup that won't go away. As I saw
above, the webpage is available here: You can see the screenshot from my android below. Please note that

I'm not linking that to this website, I'm just showing my screenshot. Quote Hi. We've recently noticed a
certain amount of people reporting the issue you're mentioning on our web form. It looks like your device's
version of Android is below level 22 and it's showing that you might be using an 'obsolete' web browser. In
addition, you have a'referer' (the webpage you came from) that's pointing to the domain: You should point
this domain to your own website to make sure that people continue to get the web form. We hope that can

help you get your app going! Google. 6d1f23a050
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